Abstract-In this paper, we explore the problem of sound source separation and identification from a two-sensor instantaneous mixture. The estimation of the mixing and the sources is performed using Laplacian mixture models (LMM). The proposed algorithm fits the model using batch processing of the observed data and performs separation using either a hard or a soft decision scheme. An extension of the algorithm to online source separation, where the samples are arriving in a real-time fashion, is also presented. The online version demonstrates several promising source separation possibilities in the case of nonstationary mixing.
I. INTRODUCTION

L
ET A SET of sensors observe a set of sound sources . We will consider the case of instantaneous mixing, i.e., each sensor captures a scaled version of each signal with no delay in transmission. Moreover, the possible additive noise will be considered negligible. The above instantaneous mixing model can be expressed in mathematical terms, as follows: (1) where represents the mixing matrix and the sample index. The blind source separation problem provides an estimate of the source signals given the sensor signals . Usually, most separation approaches are semiblind, which implies that some general assumptions about the statistical structure of the source signals are usually made. A number of algorithms have been proposed to solve the overdetermined and complete source separation problem with great success. The additional assumption of statistical independence between the sources led to a whole group of source separation algorithms, summarized under the general term Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Starting from different interpretations of statistical independence, most algorithms perform source separation with great accuracy. An overview of current ICA and general blind Manuscript received September 6, 2006 ; revised March 26, 2007 . The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Dr. Hiroshi Sawada.
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source separation algorithms can be found in tutorial books on ICA by Hyvärinen et al. [1] and Cichocki and Amari [2] . The underdetermined source separation problem is more challenging, since in this case, the estimation of the mixing matrix is not sufficient for the estimation of the source signals . The two-sensor setup of a stereo audio recording, that is addressed in this paper, can be more demanding from the general underdetermined problem. A number of solo instrument recordings are combined linearly in a stereo mixture, in order to form a musical score recording. Assuming Gaussian distributions for the sources and a known mixing matrix , one could estimate the sources using the pseudoinverse of matrix in a maximum-likelihood sense [3] . As the source signals are assumed to be non-Gaussian in our case, the above linear operation is not sufficient to estimate the sources. Therefore, the underdetermined source separation problem can be divided into two subproblems: 1) estimating the mixing matrix ; 2) estimating the source signals .
The existence of a unique source estimate for the underdetermined source separation problem, even in the case that is known, is always under question, since it is an ill-conditioned problem that has an infinite number of solutions. From linear algebra theory, it is known that any linear system with less equations than unknowns has infinite solutions (source estimates) [4] . However, according to Eriksson and Koivunen [5] , the linear generative model of (1) can have a unique and identifiable solution for the underdetermined case, as long as 1) there are no Gaussian sources present in the mixture, 2) the mixing matrix is of full row rank, i.e., , and 3) none of the source variables has a characteristic function featuring a component in the form , where is a polynomial of a degree of at least two. This implies that this intractable problem may have a noninfinite number of solutions, under several constraints and probabilistic criteria for the sources.
One probabilistic profile that satisfies the assumptions set above are sparse distributions. Sparsity is mainly used to describe signals that are mostly close to zero with the exception of several large values. Common models that can be used for approximating sparsity are minimum or norms [3] , Mixture of Gaussians (MoG) [6] - [8] or factorable Laplacian distributions [9] . The separation quality for the underdetermined case seems to improve with sparsity, as usually the performance of source separation algorithms is closely connected with the non-Gaussianity of the source signals [10] . However, in a lot of practical applications, the source data are not sparse. For example, some musical instrument signals tend to be less sparse than speech signals in the time-domain. Speech contains a lot of silent segments that guarantees sparsity; however, this might not be the case with many instrument signals. Therefore, the assumed sparse models are not accurate enough to describe the statistical properties of the signals in the time-domain. However, many natural signals can have sparser representations in other transform domains. Many transforms have sparsifying properties, such as the Fourier transform, the wavelet transform and the modified discrete cosine transform (MDCT). As long as the transformation is linear, it is straightforward to estimate the generative model and the sources in the transform domain. There are also alternative methods, where one can generate sparse representations for a specific dataset [11] . In the following analysis, MDCT is employed to provide sparser representations.
The underdetermined source separation problem has been covered extensively in the literature. Lewicki [3] provided a complete Bayesian approach, assuming Laplacian source priors to estimate both the mixing matrix and the sources in the time domain. In [12] , Lee et al. applied the previous algorithm to the source separation problem. Girolami [9] employed the factorable Laplacian distribution and variational EM to estimate the mixing matrix and the sources. More complete sparse source models, such as the Student-t distribution, were employed by Févotte et al. [13] . The parameters of the model, the mixing matrix, and the source signals were estimated using either Markov Chains Monte Carlo (MCMC) simulations [13] or a variational expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [14] , featuring robust performance, however, computationally expensive. Vincent and Rodet [15] performed underdetermined source separation exploiting both the spatial diversity of the sources in the mixing matrix and more structured source priors in the form of trained hidden Markov models (HMMs). Clustering solutions were introduced by Hyvärinen [16] and Zibulevsky et al. [17] , also featuring good results and lower computational complexity. In this case, the mixing matrix and the source signals are estimated by performing clustering in a sparser representation of the signals in the transform domain. Bofill and Zibulevsky [18] presented a shortest path algorithm based on minimization that could estimate the mixing matrix and the sources. O'Grady and Pearlmutter [19] proposed an algorithm to perform separation via oriented lines separation (LOST) using clustering along lines (Hard-Lost) in a similar manner to Hyvärinen [16] . In addition, they proposed a soft-thresholding technique using an EM on a mixture of oriented lines to assign points to more than one source [20] . Davies and Mitianoudis [6] employed two-state Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) to model the source densities in a sparse representation and also the possible additive noise. An EM-type algorithm was used to estimate the parameters of the two-state models and perform the clustering of the coefficients. The latter approach can be considered a joint Bayesian and clustering approach. A two-sensor more-sources setup, modeling also some delays between the sensors, was addressed using the DUET algorithm [21] that can separate the sources, by calculating amplitude differences (ADs) and phase differences (PDs) between the sensors. An online version of the algorithm was also proposed [22] .
In this paper, the authors explore the underdetermined source separation case of a two-sensor setup with no additive noise. Exploiting the desired spatial diversity of the source signals, the source separation problem can become a 1-D optimal detection problem. Therefore, the phase difference between the twosensor data, i.e., the direction of arrival of sources, is mainly employed as the separation criterion. A Laplacian mixture model (LMM) is fitted to the phase difference between the two sensors, using an EM-type algorithm. The LMM model is then used to perform separation using either a soft or a hard threshold. A preliminary form of this model was presented briefly in [23] ; however, the authors have extended the proposed idea with more detailed analysis and experiments. In addition, the proposed batch algorithm is extended for online processing via a stochastic update of the model's parameters. The online system is also benchmarked in the case of slowly varying mixing, i.e., nonstationary mixing.
There are several potential applications of the two-sensor instantaneous setup. The combination of several instruments into a stereo mixture in a recording studio follows the instantaneous mixing model of (1) . Therefore, the proposed approach can be used to decompose a studio recording into the separate instruments that exist in the mixture for many possible applications, such as music transcription, object-based audio coding, audio remixing, and other music information retrieval (MIR) tasks [24] . In addition, the mixing of the instrument in a recording usually changes over time to emphasize the song's structure and progress, such as moving sources spatially and changing the volume of several instruments for a soloing spot.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section II, we introduce the two-sensor setup that is used in our analysis. In Section III, we derive the training algorithm for the Laplacian mixture models, both for batch and online operation. In Section IV, the method to perform source separation using LMM is presented in detail. In Section V, some results on batch and real-time source separation are presented, using the proposed schemes. The case of nonstationary mixing is also examined. Finally, in Section VI, we outline the main contributions of this paper.
II. TWO-SENSOR APPROACH
In this paper, we will assume a two-sensor instantaneous mixing approach. In Fig. 1(a) , one can see the scatter plot of the two sensor signals, in the case of two sensors and four sources. The four sources are 7 s of speech, accordion, piano, and violin signals. In the time-domain representation, no directions of the input sources are visible in the mixture. Consequently, the separation problem seems very difficult to solve. To get a sparser representation of the data, the MDCT or the Short-Time Fourier Transform (STFT) can be applied on the observed signals. The MDCT is a linear, real transform that has excellent sparsifying properties for most audio and speech signals. The harmonic content of most speech and musical instrument signals can be represented by harmonically related sinusoidals with great accuracy (excluding transient and percussive parts in audio and unvoiced segments in speech). Consequently, using a transformation that projects the audio data into sinusoidal bases will most probably result into a more compact and sparse representation of the original data. The MDCT is more preferable than the STFT, since it is real and retains all the required sinusoidal signal structure. The need for sparser representations in underdetermined source separation and audio analysis in general is discussed more rigorously in [11] , and [25] - [28] . When the sources are sparse, smaller coefficients are more probable, whereas all the signal's energy is concentrated in few large values. Therefore, the density of the data in the mixture space shows a tendency to cluster along the directions of the mixing matrix columns [17] . Observing the scatter plot in Fig. 1(b) , it is clear that the phase difference between the two sensors can be used to identify and separate the sources in the mixture. That is to say, the 2-D problem can be transformed to a 1-D problem, as the main important parameter is the angle of each point
Using the phase difference information between the two sensors is equivalent to mapping all the observed data points on the unit-circle. This is equivalent to the concept of mapping all the observed data points to the half-unit -dimensional sphere, as proposed by Zibulevsky et al. [17] . In Fig. 2(a) , we plot the histogram of the observed data angle in the previous example. The strong super-Gaussian characteristics of the individual components in the MDCT domain are preserved in the angle representation . We can also define the amplitude of each point , as follows:
As the points that are close to the origin have more Gaussian-like structure and do not contribute to super-Gaussianity, we can use a "reduced" representation of the original data in order to estimate the columns of the mixing matrix more accurately. In Fig. 2 (b), we can see a histogram of those points , whose amplitude is above a threshold, e.g., .
The four components are more clearly identifiable in this reduced representation, which can facilitate the estimation of the columns of the mixing matrix, i.e., the directions of arrival for each source.
If we assume a continuous linear support for (ignoring the wrapping at ), we can approximately model the observed density of the complete data set, by fitting an LMM. Each of the Laplacians in the mixture will represent each individual source. Using the estimated Laplacians, source separation can be performed by optimal detection schemes.
III. LAPLACIAN MIXTURE MODELING
There are a number of probabilistic models that can be used to represent sparsity. One model, that is commonly used in the literature, is the Laplacian density function. The definition for the Laplacian probability density function (pdf) is given by the following expression: (4) where defines the mean and controls the "width" (approximate standard deviation) of the distribution. In a similar fashion to GMMs, one can employ LMMs in order to model a mixture of "heavy-tailed signals." An LMM can thus be defined as follows: (5) where , , and represent the weight, mean, and width of each Laplacian, respectively, and all weights should sum up to one, i.e.,
. A common method that can be employed to train a mixture model is the EM algorithm. A complete derivation of an EM algorithm was presented by Dempster et al. [29] and has been employed to fit a GMM on a training data set [30] . Similarly, the EM can be employed to train an LMM using an EM algorithm over a training set (batch-EM) or even adapt the parameters of a LMM in a real-time fashion, as each data point is accessed by the algorithm (Online-LMM).
A. Batch-EM
In this section, we derive the EM algorithm to train a LMM, based on Bilmes's analysis [30] for the estimation of a GMM using the EM. Bilmes estimates maximum-likelihood mixture density parameters using the EM [30] . Assuming training samples for and Laplacian mixture densities (5), the log-likelihood of these training samples takes the following form: (6) Introducing unobserved data items that can identify the components that "generated" each data item, we can simplify the log-likelihood of (6) for Laplacian mixtures, as follows: (7) where represents the probability of sample belonging to the th Laplacian of the LMM. In a similar fashion to Gaussian mixture models, the updates for and can be given by the following equations:
The updates for and are estimated by setting and , respectively. Following some derivation (see Appendix A), we get the following update rules:
The four update rules are iterated until convergence. As observed in the previous section, removing the data points that are placed close to the origin and do not necessarily carry enough information about the sources' angles, the Laplacian structure of the sources can be emphazised [see Fig. 1(b) ]. Enhancing the sparsity in the angle representation will increase the convergence speed of the EM and will provide more accurate estimates for the sources' angles. Therefore, we train the LMM with a subset consisting of those data points that satisfy , where is a threshold. Once convergence is achieved, an adequate accuracy is obtained for the means . However, to get more accurate estimates for and , we need to run the EM for the whole dataset. During the second stage of the adaptation, the estimated are not updated. Since the EM algorithm performs maximum-likelihood estimation, the LMM will be fitted around the median value of each cluster but not the mean value. Thus, will represent the median but not the mean of each cluster. However, since audio data are nearly symmetrical in the transform domain, the mean and the median should be relatively close, and thus, this should not affect the source separation quality.
B. Online-LMM
A simple method for the stochastic estimation of the parameters of a GMM is outlined by Bishop [31] . In this section, this concept is extended for the online training of an LMM.
In a real-time scenario, the cost function that is maximized is the same as in the offline case, but in this case, the data points are arriving at the processor one by one. Therefore, one can look for a sequential update scheme for the parameters, so that the new values are estimated based only on the previous values of the parameters and the current sample. The notation implies that the current value of was estimated using data points. The objective will be to derive an expression, where the model's parameters for the data point are calculated based on the parameters estimated for the previous data points and the current data point .
Given the already-trained model using the th sample, the probability of the th sample belonging to the th Laplacian is similarly (12) In this online scheme, a "hard-thresholding" scheme will be used only, since the "soft-thresholding" technique will simply confuse the algorithm. Consequently, (12) can be used for the classification of each incoming point to the Laplacian that corresponds to the greatest . To update the weight of each Laplacian, we just have to count the number of data points that have been attributed to each Laplacian so far. Normalizing to the total number of points will give the actual values for . To find the updates for the mean and the width , one can derive an expression that involves the current sample and the previous parameters and the width (see Appendix B). The following online update rules are obtained: (13) (14) where . Unfortunately, in the estimation of , it is not possible to derive an expression depending on the model's parameters and the current sample only. However, the expression inside the summation needs to be calculated each time a new sample arrives and add it to a variable that stores the summation in memory. This variable needs to be reset to zero, occasionally, as it will be discussed further on.
IV. UNDERDETERMINED SOURCE SEPARATION
Once the LMM is trained, optimal detection theory and the estimated individual Laplacians can be applied on the estimates of the sources. The center of each Laplacian should represent a column of the mixing matrix in the form of . Each Laplacian should model the statistics of each source in the transform domain. Thus, using either a hard or a soft decision threshold, we can perform underdetermined source separation.
A. Hard Threshold-"Winner Takes All"
The "Winner takes all" strategy attributes each point of the scatter plot of Fig. 1(b) to only one of the sources. This is performed by setting a hard threshold at the intersections between the trained Laplacians. Consequently, the source separation problem becomes an optimal decision problem. The decision thresholds between the th and the th neighboring Laplacians are given by the following equation: (15) Using these thresholds, the algorithm can attribute the points with to source , where , , are neighboring Laplacians (sources). Fig. 4(a) depicts the fitted Laplacians using the batch EM-LMM algorithm, in a two sensors- Fig. 3 . In the soft thresholding scheme, the points that satisfy p() ( 1 0 q) c are used to reconstruct the ith source.
four audio sources (voice, piano, accordion, and violin) example and the hard thresholds imposed using the above equation. The points that belong to each of the four clusters, shown in Fig. 4(a) , are attributed and are used to reconstruct each source.
B. Soft Threshold
Observing the histograms of Fig. 2 , we can attribute points that are distant from the center of the 2-D representation to each source with great confidence. In contrast, points that are closer to the center cannot be attributed to any of the sources with great confidence. These points may belong to more than one source. One can then relax the hard threshold strategy, by allowing points belonging to more than one source simultaneously. A "soft-thresholding" strategy can attribute points that constitute a chosen ratio (i.e., 0.7-0.9) of the density of each Laplacian to the corresponding source (see Fig. 3 ). Hence, the th source can be associated with those points , for which , where is given by (5) . A large value for allows more points to belong to more than one Laplacian. A small value for imposes stricter criteria for the points to belong to a Laplacian and essentially becomes a hard thresholding approach. This scheme can be effective, only if the estimated Laplacians are concentrated around . In the opposite case, there will be components that will dominate the pdf and therefore be attributed with more points than it should, and therefore, they would contain contamination from other sources. In Fig. 4(b) , we can see the four sources, as classified by the soft thresholding strategy. The different colors represent different clusters, i.e., different sources. We can see that several points are attributed to both the first and the second sources and both the third and fourth sources by the soft classification scheme.
C. Initialization Issues
There is an initialization issue for all clustering algorithms. First of all, the number of clusters (sources) needs to be known a priori. Depending on the initialization of the cluster centers , a clustering algorithm may create different clusters, which may not be the optimal or the desired ones. In other words, two different Laplacians may converge to represent the same cluster, which is not the desired objective. Hence, we must ensure that our LMM-EM will converge to the clusters (sources) centered around the actual direction of arrival (DOA) to the Fig. 4 . Two-sensor four-source scenario, separated using the batch-EM and LMMs. In (a), the four trained Laplacians are depicted along with the actual density function and the imposed hard thresholds. Applying soft thresholds, the classification shown in (b) is achieved, which allows some overlapping between adjacent sources. sensor array. One can use a K-Means [31] initialization step to get an initial guess for the Laplacian centers .
In this problem, the solution space is well-known. We already assume that the underdetermined mixture should be separable and identifiable in order to perform separation. Therefore, the sources should be positioned in fairly distinct and well separated angles. Hence, it seems reasonable to initialize in equal intervals in the space 90 90 . This initialization will spread the centers uniformly all over the solution space and thus is more probable to cover most source positions in the mixture.
D. Edge Effects
The proposed approach is likely to be affected by some "edge effects" in several cases. The Laplacian density, as described in (4), is valid . However, the range of is not only bounded to the 90 90 interval and the two boundaries are actually connected, due to the atan function. Assume that you have a concentration of points close to one of the boundaries. The EM algorithm will attempt to fit a Laplacian around this cluster, however, assuming a linear support on . As a result, the algorithm cannot attribute points that belong to the same cluster, but are on the other end of , due to the assumed linear support. Therefore, the algorithm will impose some bias in the estimation of that are close to the edge boundaries. Assuming that the Laplacians, describing the sources, are quite concentrated around , we can propose the following strategy to alleviate this problem. The algorithm is initialized as previously. In each update, we check whether any of the centers are closer to any of the boundaries (less than 20 distance from 90 ). If this occurs, we estimate the distances between the estimated centers . The next step is to rotate all the data points and the estimated centers , so that the affected boundary ( 90 or 90 ) is mapped to the middle of the centers that feature the greatest distance. In other words, all the data points and centers are rotated so that the middle between the centers that are most apart is mapped to either 90 or 90 . Finally, we map the parts that exist in 270 90 or 90 270 to 90 90 , in order to form the actual clusters. To address this in a more eloquent manner, one could introduce mixtures of Laplacian featuring a modulo-wrapping, as this is the periodicity of the function. Although, this solution seems very rational, we found it did not produce satisfactory results in practice. Perhaps, the use of circular statistics and distributions [32] might provide a more complete solution to the problem.
E. Online Source Separation
There are certain issues concerning the online version of the EM, compared to its batch version. First of all, it is rational to let each sample update only the parameters of the Laplacian it is attributed to by (12) . Letting each sample update all the parameters of the model is conceptually inappropriate and is also found to cause instability in practice.
In the batch version of the algorithm, the update rule is presented with the complete dataset, which implies that the algorithm will be presented with samples from all the sources. In a real-time scenario, the algorithm may temporarily deal with statistics that correspond to some of the sources present, but not all of them. In this case, the Laplacians corresponding to these sources may be overtrained and dominate the whole density function, while others may disappear. Therefore, some restrictions need to be imposed to guarantee that no Laplacian disappears from the LMM and also no Laplacian dominates the pdf. To achieve this, one may impose some upper and lower bounds on the "width" of each Laplacian. The lower bound ensures that no Laplacian disappears from the mixture and the upper bound ensures that each source has limited spatial range and does not dominate the whole pdf. Therefore, after each update, we must ensure that remains between these limits
The update term for the width in (14) includes a scaling term . Since is constantly increasing, the influence of the update term vanishes quickly. This might accelerate the algorithm's convergence; however, it will not be able to track any probably changes or any sources that have not appeared so far after the first couple of samples. Consequently, it might be beneficial to replace with a term, such as . In this sense, the training procedure of these parameters is reinitialized after a number of samples defined by . The same procedure is applied to the denominator that scales the update in (13), as it is set to after samples. This step will also enable the algorithm to tackle nonstationary mixing, as it will be shown in the following section.
F. Source Reconstruction
Having attributed the points to the sources, using either the "hard" or the "soft" thresholding technique, the next step is to reconstruct the sources. Let represent the point indices that have been attributed to the th source. We initialize and . The source reconstruction is performed by substituting (17) V. EXPERIMENTS In this section, we evaluate the algorithms proposed in the previous sections. It is not our purpose to perform a complete comparison with all state-of-the-art algorithms in the field. We will use Hyvärinen's clustering approach [16] , O'Grady and Pearlmutter's [19] , [20] Soft and Hard LOST algorithm's (available online from [33] ) and an implementation of DUET, provided by J. Woodruff [34] , to demonstrate several trends using artificial mixtures or publicly available datasets. In order to quantify the performance of the algorithms, we are using the BSS_EVAL Toolbox, as available by Févotte et al. [35] . In this toolbox, the authors decompose the separated signal into the following components for the noiseless case: (18) where is the algorithm's estimation of source , is an allowed deformation of the sources which accounts for the interferences of the unwanted sources, and is an "artifact" term that may correspond to artifacts or deformations induced by the separation algorithm [35] . The signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) can be evaluated, as follows:
where is the -norm. The results are also compared with the average SDR of the mixtures for each source, in order to demonstrate the achieved improvement. In [35] , two other distortion measurements are proposed, which are not evaluated, due to lack of space.
The experimental section is divided into a section testing the batch-processing version of the LMM-EM algorithm and two other sections testing the online version of the algorithm for stationary and nonstationary mixing. 1 
A. Batch Processing
For the first part of the experiment, a number of synthetic instantaneous mixtures examples are created, using the following form of stationary mixing matrix: (20) The frame length for the MDCT analysis is set to 64 ms for the test signals sampled at 16 KHz and to 46.4 ms for those at 44.1 KHz. We initialize the parameters of the Batch-LMM, as follows:
and . Starting the width of the Laplacians from a small value seemed to be a stable choice for the majority of the experiments. The centers are either randomly initialized in the parameter space 90 90 or initialized using a K-means step. The initialization of is important, as if we choose two initial values for that are really close, then it is very probable that the individual Laplacians may not converge to different clusters. To provide a more accurate estimation of , training is initially performed using a "reduced" dataset, containing all points that satisfy , provided that the input signals are scaled to [ 1, 1] . The second phase is to use the "complete" dataset to update the values for and . For the DUET implementation [34] , we used the above mentioned frame lengths, a Hop Factor of 3, Hanning windowing, and source distance 0.1.
1) Five Uncorrelated Audio Recordings:
In this experiment, we use five solo audio uncorrelated recordings (a saxophone, an accordion, an acoustic guitar, a violin, and a female voice) of sampling frequency 16 KHz and duration 8.19 ms. We examine the following two cases of source positioning in order to evaluate the performance of the algorithm: in the first one, the sources are placed quite distinctly and in the middle of the observed space 90 90 , whereas in the second case one source is placed quite at the left far end 80 and three of them are placed rather closely:
Case Case
The algorithm is initialized as previously mentioned, with for the LMM-EM_Soft algorithm. In Fig. 5 , we observe the convergence of the training parameters , and initially for the "reduced" and then for the "complete" set for the mixing in Case 1. In Fig. 5(a) , the difference in convergence speed using K-Means initialization (dashed lines) and a successful random initialization (continuous lines) is depicted. As previously, mentioned a random initialization that features distinct distributed initial centers is bound to converge to the desired optimum of the likelihood; however, a random initialization with very localized centers may lead to local optimum of the likelihood but not the desired one. Although, the original K-means is not immune to initialization, it served as a valid starting point for the LMM in all our experiments. Therefore, it has been used consequently employed for initialization in the following runs of the Batch-LMM.
In Fig. 6 , we depict the five fitted Laplacians and the two separation schemes using "hard" and "soft" thresholding for Case 2, that feature closed spaced sources and sources that might be affected by the "Edge Effects." We can see that the algorithm managed to estimate the sources without bias, due to the edge effects or the close distance of the three sources. In Table I , we compare the performance of the two batch schemes with Hyvärinen's clustering approach and soft_LOST and hard_LOST in terms of SDR [35] for these two cases. Hyvärinen's approach is also prone to initialization; however, the results in Table I are acquired using the best run of the algorithm. To appreciate the results of this rather difficult separation problem, as the achieved SDRs for all methods seem rather low, we estimate the average SDR of the two input signals, treating them as estimates of each input signal. Then, the improvement performed by the method can be understood more clearly. It seems that the proposed algorithms perform similarly to Hyvärinen's approach. This is fairly logical as the LMM-EM_Hard and Hyvärinen's algorithm attempt to partition the solution space into the desired sources. All three approaches outperformed both versions of the LOST algorithm. In general, the Soft_Lost algorithm managed to separate the sources in most cases; however, there were some audible artifacts and clicks that reduced the calculated quality measure. The difference between the soft and the hard thresholding schemes of the LMM approach is not really clear in the SDR measurements; however, it is audible. The soft thresholding scheme allows more audible interference from neighboring sources, since it attributes points with small to multiple sources. The hard thresholding scheme does not allow much interference from neighboring sources; however, more artifacts and "pipe" noise may be audible in the separated sources.
The DUET algorithm did not manage to achieve efficient separation in either of the cases. Some of the separated signals contained mixtures of a subset of inputs with some of the sources more prominent than the others and some separated signals seemed to contain the high-frequency part of the original sources. The reason for this performance is that the algorithm assumes a different model from the instantaneous one. The DUET assumes a two-sensor more-sources setup, modeling also some delays between the sensors. The algorithm estimates the sources, as they are localized in an AD versus PD histogram plot of the STFT of the sensor signals. The assumed delays of the source give the discriminating power of the DUET to identify the sources in this 2-D plot. In the instantaneous model, these delays are zero, and therefore, the 2-D histogram, becomes an 1-D problem similar to the one we examine now without specialized clustering offered by LMM.
2) Four Correlated Audio Recordings:
In this section, we tested the two batch LMM approaches and the other three approaches with some challenging source separation datasets, available by the blind source separation database (BASS-dB) [36] : the Latino 1, Latino 2, and Groove datasets, sampled at 44.1 KHz. In [36] , we can also find the source signals that will be used to quantify the separation results. The two "Latino" mixtures contain actually five sources, i.e., the two drums sources come in fact from the same source placed in two different positions. As their linear combination is seen by the algorithm as one source in a new position, we will regard them as a single source, and therefore, we will be looking for four sources. Both "Latino" mixtures feature very closely spaced sources. The "Groove" dataset features four widely spaced sources: bass (far left), distortion guitar (center left), clean guitar (center right), and drums (far right). The LMM-EM approaches were initialized as previously, however, setting a for the LMM-EM_Soft approach. The results for all five approaches are depicted in Table II . Due to the K-means initialization, the LMM-EM approaches are essentially producing similar results in each run, which again is not the case for Hyvärinen's algorithm, and we picked the best run for the evaluation. Both Soft and Hard LOST approaches produced similar results in each run. We can notice that the LMM-EM approaches managed to perform reasonable separation, despite the small spacing of the sources or the source being placed at the edges of the solution space. This implies that the shifting solution proposed to tackle the "edge effects" seems to be able to resolve these shortcomings. The proposed approaches managed to perform reasonably well, outperforming the Hyvarinen's approach in the "Groove" dataset. Audibly, the same observation hold for the separated signals, i.e., having more "pipe noise" and less interference in the LMM-EM_Hard approach and the opposite in the LMM-EM_Soft approach. Unfortunately, the LOST algorithm did not manage to perform reasonably good separation, and in some cases, the Hard_LOST did not manage to separate one of the sources (marked with " ") or appears as a mixture with another source. The DUET algorithm showed slightly improved performance compared to the previous experiment, perhaps due to the decreased number of sources. It manages to separate the Bass in the first two "Latino" examples and approximately audibly well the other instruments. However, it demonstrated performance similar to the previous experiment, failing to provide proper separation.
As far as computational complexity is concerned, the proposed Batch-LMM algorithms seemed to be able to converge in about 3-4 min for 8 s of the input audio tested on Pentium 4 2.4-MHz PC with 1-GB RAM using a nonoptimized implementation on MATLAB, which seems quite reasonable for these kind of problems.
B. Online Processing With Stationary Mixing
In the online version of the algorithm, some extra assumptions are necessary. First of all, we need to assume that the data are arriving in a real-time fashion in the transform domain, i.e., the MDCT domain. As the MDCT is actually a frame-based transformation, we assume there is a preprocessing step that estimates the transformation of each frame and provides the data in a real-time fashion to the processor. A similar postprocessing step is used to estimate the inverse transformation. In addition, as the input data arrive in a real-time basis, there might not be equal contribution from all the sources. In other words, at several time intervals we may encounter samples from several but not all the sources. Therefore, we have to ensure that none of the Laplacians disappears or dominates the whole density function. This may be achieved by limiting at every step of the iteration. In addition, in order to enhance the super-Gaussian nature of the signals in the transform domain, samples that are close to the origin in the scatter plot of , , i.e., , are not processed (again input signals are scaled to ). For these samples, zeros are transmitted to all separated sources. This can also be employed as a denoising step to remove possible additive Gaussian noise of known variance that will determine a proper value for the threshold. This is similar to denoising approaches via sparse code shrinkage [37] .
To compare the proposed Online-LMM, we adapted Hyvärinen's algorithm to work in a nonoverlapping frameby-frame basis. To prevent different permutations at each frame, two constraints were imposed: 1) the mixing matrix estimated at each frame is used as initialization for the mixing matrix in the next frame; 2) after convergence, the inner product of the columns of the estimated matrix with the previous matrix, in order to ensure the correct permutation is chosen.
We used three solo recordings from three instruments (piano, accordion, acoustic guitar) of sampling frequency 16 KHz and duration 8.19 ms and created two mixtures using the mixing matrix in (20) for : Case 1 for distant spaced sources and Case 2 for more closely spaced sources Case 1 Case 2 The Online-LMM methodology, proposed in Section III-B, and the frame-adapted Hyvärinen's algorithm are used to tackle the separation problem of samples that arrive in a real-time fashion. To cater for sources that do not appear uniformly in all time slots, the estimation of is restarted after 2000 samples and the estimation of after 200 samples (sampling frequency 16 KHz). The frame size for Hyvärinen's algorithm was 500 samples. These values were found to yield promising results during the experiments and were used in both online experiments. The initialization of the means seems quite important and the K-means cannot be used in this case. However, using a initialization that spans the solution space uniformly, such as 45, 0, and 45, seems to tackle this indeterminacy in both cases. In Fig. 7 , we can see the convergence of the mean of the three Laplacians over time for the two cases. The means seem to converge to the theoretical means; however, we can see small disturbances caused by the restarting of the mean, which is essential in order to avoid getting trapped in local minima, due to the local signal statistics. In the second case, we can see some perturbation in the estimation of the means, which is also audible, that might be due to the local statistics. The overall separation quality seems to be quite good, as depicted in Table II . The Hyvärinen's algorithm, although not really online, managed to perform reasonably well; however, there were some perturbations in the order of the separated sources that were not resolved by the two proposed steps. Consequently, its performance was low compared to the Online-LMM. An average for the three-source SDR measurement over time (blocks of 128 samples) for the two methods and the two cases is depicted in Fig. 8 . We can see that both algorithms follow the same trends, apart from the parts that the Hyvärinen algorithm is on the wrong permutations and is not "really" online. The Online-LMM managed to retain the correct permutation of sources for the cases examined. However, if the distance between the sources becomes smaller, then we saw in experiments that the online-LMM may also feature source permutation changes along time.
C. Nonstationary Mixing
In the third experiment, we applied the online source separation scheme in the case of moving sources, i.e., the mixing environment is nonstationary. Therefore, we created two different instantaneous mixtures of the three sources that were used in the previous experiment, using the mixing matrix in (20) for , where , , and are now a function of time. In the first case, we simulated a slowly varying parallel movement of the sources around their original position. The maximum drift from the original position to either side is 11.25 . In this case, all sources move quite distantly from each other and in the same manner (21) where is the sample index. In the second case, we simulated a different movement, where the sources move independently, and some of them may come closer to each other but do not crossover. The following paths were used to simulate the proposed movement: where is one period of a saw-tooth signal with duration equal to the duration of the signal and unit amplitude.
The online-LMM scheme and the adapted Hyvärinen algorithm were employed to tackle these challenging source separation cases, using the same initialization as in the previous example. In Fig. 9 , we can see the tracking attempt of the LMM to capture the sources' movement in both cases, denoted with thick dashed-dotted lines. In Table III , the SDRs for the estimated sources using the online-LMM and the Hyvärinen algorithm is shown. An average for the three-source SDR measurement over time (blocks) for the two methods and the two cases is similarly depicted in Fig. 10 . The LMM manages to track the motion of the sources with quite good accuracy. In general, we can say that the online-LMM managed to follow the movement of the three sources in both cases. We notice the perturbations that begin, when the direction of arrival for two of the sources get closer. The algorithm managed to retain a quite good quality of separation; however, this is not always the case. Generally, we can say that the algorithm is able to follow the movement of sources that remain quite distinct from other sources in the solution space, and their movement does not crossover or gets closer to other sources. The Hyvärinen algorithm again was prone to permutation changes over time in both cases, and therefore, was not successful in separating the sources. This can also be verified by Fig. 10 , where the Hyvärinen algorithm seems to be on wrong permutation for the majority of the time, especially in Case 2. In the other parts, the performance of the Online-LMM is similar to Hyvärinen's, which is important, as we are comparing an online method with a frame-based method. The SDRs of the complete waveforms in Table III also verify the above conclusions.
As far as computational complexity is concerned, the online version seems to be quite compact in terms of calculations, with the only exception for the update for the mean. The algorithm was tested again using a nonoptimised implementation on MATLAB, on the previous machine and required about 7-10 s for the online experiments described, that featured segments of 8 s.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the use of the LMM for underdetermined source separation is introduced. The proposed method can be interpreted as either a Bayesian or a clustering approach to the separation case, where there are less observations than sources. The proposed approach was tested, using a number of synthetic and publicly proposed source separation datasets with promising results. Laplacian mixture modeling was adapted to estimate the LMM parameters in a real-time scenario, where the input data arrive in a sample-by-sample basis. The algorithm is suited for a real-time processing environment, as it estimates the model's parameters using only the current input sample, the previous model's parameters, and a few stored variables. The proposed framework was tested in the case of both stationary and nonstationary mixing with promising results.
The experiments also demonstrated some of the limitations of the proposed approach and of underdetermined source separation in general. The algorithm, either in batch or online mode, is not able to separate very closely spaced sources. The required margin seems to be greater for online operation than in batch. This can be a limitation of underdetermined source separation that requires the columns of the mixing matrix to be different. In the opposite case, the sources that correspond to similar columns are considered as a single mixed source by these type of approaches.
In addition, the proposed approach is able to track the sources that are moving quite distinctively in the solution space, without interfering and crossing the movement of other sources in their path. Although, this is a significant assumption, the proposed approach seems to be a promising step for tackling this challenging source separation case. This assumption may also be quite reasonable in the case of real-time separation of stereo recording where the sources usually do not move considerably in the spatial image.
One has to note that the proposed algorithms are sensitive to initialization of the means, together with most basic clustering approaches. The proposed algorithm should always start from means that span the solution space uniformly. In the opposite case that two or more centers start from quite neighboring points, it will be rather difficult for the algorithm to separate them. There is also a similar assumption that the actual source positions should be quite distinct for the separation problem to be identifiable. The initialization using K-means for the batch version seemed to improve the stability of the algorithm.
Although the proposed solution seemed to be able to tackle possible "edge effects," for future work, the authors would like to pursue the development of mixture models using circular distributions, such as the von Mises distribution [32] . In this case, the distribution is wrapped around 90 90 and might give a more complete solution for sources that appear at the edges of the solution space.
APPENDIX A DERIVATION OF THE BATCH-EM ALGORITHM
To estimate the updates for and for each Laplacian of the LMM model, we have to set the partial derivatives of the cost function to and [eq. (7)] equal to zero and solve for the two unknowns. The derivation is as follows.
• Update for The function is not differentiable at , because of the term . To calculate the derivative of this term, we can express it more analytically and then calculate the derivative as follows:
Therefore, we can find an analytic expression for the derivative of that is not defined at . In practice, this is not a serious problem and it is quite common in all probabilistic approaches that use Laplacian priors. One common solution is to threshold points , where is a small constant ( 0.001) to avoid possible ambiguities. Having clarified this point, the estimation of can now be performed as follows:
An exact solution for cannot be easily traced, because of the nonseparable function. However, we can estimate a solution for , following a "fixed-point" optimization approach, by reformulating (28) into the form :
Consequently, we can estimate by iterating , i.e., (32) The derivation of the above update rule is similar to the derivation of the update of the means for the K-harmonic means (KHM) clustering method [38] . It is not straightforward, in either case, to provide a proof that the function satisfies the Banach fixed-point theorem; however, it seems to converge in all our experiments.
• Update for
APPENDIX B DERIVATION OF THE ONLINE-LMM ALGORITHM Following a similar technique for calculating stochastic updates for the parameters of a GMM [31] , we can express the parameters and for the sample based on the sample and the previous parameters and . The derivations are as follows.
• Update for Starting from (32), the following online expression can be derived: (36) sgn (37) • Update for Let . Starting from (35) , the following online expression can be derived: (38) (39)
In the batch version, we usually set . However, if we assume no knowledge of the past and use only the current sample , then conceptually . Consequently, the update for can be estimated as follows: (40) 
